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ANNEX A 

Guide to standards of behaviour 

Section 1 Our commitment 

1. Our commitment as an employer

1.1 We are an equal opportunities employer, committed to treating every employee 
with dignity and respect.   It is our policy to ensure, as far as reasonably practicable, that all 
staff have equality of opportunity in their terms and conditions of employment and are able 
to work, and undertake work-related activities, in an environment free from harassment, 
victimisation, discrimination and/or bullying.   

1.2 We believe that all of our employees should be treated with respect, regardless of 
sex, marital/civil partnership status, age, race, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, disability, religion or any other irrelevant difference, e.g. social background, 
working pattern or trade union activity.  This can only happen if every member of staff is 
aware of the standards of behaviour that we expect from them and behaves accordingly. 

1.3 This policy statement is endorsed by the Permanent Secretary and applies to all staff 
including members of the Senior Civil Service and those in the agencies and associated 
Departments of the SG’s Main Bargaining Unit.  This policy also applies to associated bodies. 
We also expect Scottish Ministers to behave acceptably and to act in the spirit of this policy 
statement. 

1.4 The Council of Scottish Government Unions (CSGU) has been fully involved in the 
creation of this policy statement and the standards it sets out. 

2. The purpose of this policy statement

2.1 The purpose of this policy statement is to make clear that we, as an employer, 
observe a policy of zero tolerance in respect of incidents of behaviour that are found to be 
unacceptable. 

2.2 It also sets out the standards of behaviour that we expect of our staff, managers and 
others, both in the workplace and when undertaking work-related activities, to ensure that 
we are  free from harassment, victimisation, discrimination and bullying.  

Section 2 Our expectations 

1. What you can expect from us as an employerSP SGHHC
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1.1 As an employer, we have a responsibility to take all reasonably practicable steps to 
ensure that staff are able to work in a safe and non-threatening working environment.  This 
includes contact with Ministers, external stakeholders and other third parties. 

1.2 We: 

 will ensure that all line managers and other staff dealing directly with allegations of
harassment, victimisation, discrimination and bullying in the workplace are equipped
to identify and deal with these issues.

 give our commitment that all complaints will be dealt with sensitively, professionally,
effectively and as quickly as practicable.

 will monitor incidents of alleged unacceptable behaviour as defined by this policy
and address any issues arising from our monitoring quickly and appropriately.

 review this policy regularly, taking into account changes in best practice and
legislation.

2. What we expect from members of staff

2.1 As a member of staff, you:

 have a responsibility to respect the dignity of others.

 must avoid behaving in a way that may cause offence or distress to your colleagues
or others with whom you have contact as part of your duties, including service users
and external contacts.  (see Appendix 1)

It does not matter whether the perceived harassment, victimisation, discrimination or 
bullying is unintentional.   

 should be aware of, and adhere, to our policies on equal opportunities and diversity.

 should also support any colleague who feels that they have been harassed,
victimised, discriminated against or bullied and encourage them to seek help from an
appropriate source.

 behave appropriately at all times towards the people you work with.

 remember that inappropriate behaviour is behaviour which is “viewed as demeaning
and unacceptable to the recipient”.

 make sure you are familiar with our policy on Fairness at Work and undertake
training as necessary.SP SGHHC
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 should raise issues informally in the first instance if you feel that you have been
treated unacceptably, or report the matter in writing to HR.Help if you do not feel
able or if this does not work.

 should try to support anyone that you feel is being treated unacceptably and
encourage them to seek help.  If they do not feel able to report the behaviour
themselves, you should:

 alert your line manager, or, alternatively, HR.Help.

Remember - unless you tell us about alleged unacceptable behaviour we may not be 
aware of it and will not be in a position to take steps to address it. 

3. What we expect from our managers

3.1 As a line manager, you:

 have a responsibility to ensure that your staff work in an environment which is free
from unacceptable behaviour and to encourage an atmosphere of tolerance and
respect.

 should make sure that you have undertaken the appropriate level of training to carry
out your duties effectively and try to lead by example through a fair and open
management style.

 should make sure that all of your staff are aware of, and understand, our Fairness at
Work, diversity and equal opportunities policies, including the support options
available to them.  Ideally, this should be done as part of the induction process.

 must act if you are made aware of alleged inappropriate behaviour.  It is not
acceptable for you to do nothing as you may later be held accountable for your lack
of action under our performance appraisal or disciplinary procedures, or, in more
serious cases, through the legal process.

 should apply this, and other policies, in a fair and consistent manner and staff should
know who to contact if you are not available.  This will normally be a more senior
officer in the line management chain.

3.2 If any of your staff raise concerns about unacceptable behaviour, you:

 must take this seriously and act on their concerns quickly.  In particular, you should
make sure all of your staff are aware of their responsibilities and what action they
should take if the become aware of unacceptable behaviour.

3.3 If approached informally, you should:

 investigate the circumstances of the complaint and take any action you feel is
appropriate.
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 keep a record of the incident and any action taken.

3.4 If the complaint is more serious, you should:

 assist the individual in making a formal complaint to HR.Help, or should do so
yourself.

 make sure all parties to the complaint are aware of the support available to them.

4. What we expect from our countersigning officers

4.1 If any of your staff raise concerns about unacceptable behaviour, you must:

 take this seriously and act on their concerns quickly.

4.2 In particular, you should:

 take the actions outlined in “What we expect from our managers”.

 make sure all of your line managers are appropriately trained and that all staff are
aware of what is expected of them.

 act as a role model in  and ensure that your work area is free from all types of
unacceptable behaviour.

 carry out these duties in a fair, reasonable and consistent manner.

4.3 If you do so, your actions and behaviour cannot be viewed as unreasonable.  
However, you must also ensure that you perform these duties whilst upholding the 
principles of this policy statement, treating all staff fairly and respecting their dignity. 

5. What we expect  if you are accused of unacceptable behaviour

You: 

 should try not to get defensive and listen to any advice and information you are
given.

 should work with colleagues to try and reach satisfactory outcome to any complaint
and seek support if you need it.

 must implement any recommendations  made to you as a result of the complaint.

6. What we expect if you are a witness to unacceptable behaviour
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6.1 You should: 

 take any appropriate action to try to end such behaviour.

 participate fully with any action that is required of you during any investigation or
resolution process.

7. What you can expect from Human Resources (the HRSSC and HR
Professional Advisers)

7.1 Human Resources will: 

 ensure that you are provided with advice if you feel that you have been the subject
of unacceptable behaviour.

 take action if you make a formal complaint under the Fairness at Work procedures
and ensure each complaint is fully and properly investigated as quickly as possible.

 take forward any recommendations resulting from any complaint of unacceptable
behaviour, including disciplinary action.

8. Support and Advice

Please remember that apart from your manager and HR, the advice and support of the 
Welfare Officer and Employee Assistance Programme is available to you. Also, if you are a 
member, you may wish to contact your trades union. 

Section 3 Our standards of behaviour 

1. Unacceptable behaviour

1.1 There is no single definition of what constitutes unacceptable behaviour.  The 
Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS) refers to “unwanted conduct affecting 
the dignity of men and women in the workplace. It may be related to age, sex, race, 
disability, religion, nationality or any personal characteristic of the individual, and may be 
persistent or an isolated incident. The key is that the actions or comments are viewed as 
demeaning and unacceptable to the recipient”.  Other irrelevant characteristics covered by 
the Scottish Government equal opportunities policy statement include sexual orientation, 
marital/civil partnership status, gender identity, caring responsibilities, working pattern or 
trades union membership. 

1.2. What is acceptable behaviour to one member of staff may not be acceptable to 
another and we should all be aware of the effect that our behaviour or language may have 
on others.  SP SGHHC
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1.3. Unacceptable behaviours have a detrimental effect on both individuals and the 
organisation as a whole.  They can significantly lower staff morale and motivation, cause 
increased absenteeism and turnover of staff and, in some cases, end in legal proceedings. 

1.4 A list that illustrates examples of behaviours which may be considered unacceptable 
and which may amount to misconduct and, in some cases, serious misconduct, can be found 
in Appendix 1.  This list is not exhaustive and conduct needs to be viewed in context.  

SP SGHHC
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Appendix 1 

Examples of unacceptable behaviour 

General 

 Refusing to work with, ignoring or deliberately isolating or excluding colleagues,
including from social events.

 Displaying or circulating offensive materials, including sectarian materials,
homophobic or anti-gay or pornographic pictures/pin-ups.

 Discouraging someone from taking advantage of relevant and suitable training on
grounds of irrelevant difference.

 Taking credit for others’ work.

 Not taking the blame when things go wrong.

 Excessive, or inappropriate, detailed supervision.

 Lack of supervision which leaves the individual feeling unsupported or demoralised.

 Undermining an individual’s authority.

 Reducing a job to tasks inconsistent with a person’s grade, skills and abilities.

 Unjustifiably blocking promotion or training opportunities.

 Withholding information, ostracising, marginalising, spreading rumours etc.

 Unfair work allocation.

 Displaying tattoos that may be offensive in terms of fairness at work, equal
opportunities or diversity.

Verbal 

 Deriding an individual’s religious or other beliefs or other personal circumstances,
e.g. their trade union involvement.

 Unwelcome comments or jokes.

 Use of offensive language, name calling, taunts, jokes, mockery.

 Unwanted or derogatory comments about dress or appearance.

 Leering and suggestive gestures, comments or innuendo.
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 Jokes, banter, insinuations, insults and taunts based on any irrelevant difference,
including being Scottish, English or another UK nationality.

 Inappropriate questions about someone’s personal life or questions about
someone’s sex-life.

 Aggression, bawling out, threats, shouting, swearing, abuse, physical or verbal
intimidation.

 Humiliating, ridiculing or belittling efforts in front of others or in private.

 Gossip and speculation about an individual’s personal life, e.g. their sexual
orientation.

Physical 

 Inappropriate physical contact, advances or propositions.

 Physical or verbal attacks, abuse or intimidation.

Making assumptions 

 About an individual’s personal or social life.

 About their physical or mental capability.

 About the existence of a non-visible impairment.

 Assuming that everyone is heterosexual.

 Assuming that all gay men are HIV positive.

 About age-related retirement.

 About ability or competence.

SP SGHHC
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ANNEX B 

Guide to Using the Mediation Service 

1. We are introducing a mediation pilot scheme for all staff covered by the new Fairness
at Work policy who are on SG Main terms and conditions. The service may also be used by
staff who are employed in Directorates and Agencies covered by SG Main but who have
different terms and conditions, e.g. ex-Scottish Homes staff who opted to retain their existing
terms and conditions. The pilot will use trained internal mediators provided by VisitScotland.
Bodies who are not part of SG Main have separate arrangements in place.

2. Providing an alternative way of resolving conflict or disputes through mediation can
help by offering a quicker resolution, causing less stress to individuals, preserving the working
relationship and offering a better chance of reaching a mutually successful outcome.

What is mediation? 

3. Mediation is a process by which an impartial third party helps people in a dispute
work out an agreement. The parties to the dispute, not the mediator, decide the terms of the
agreement. Mediation usually focuses on future rather than past behaviour.

4. It is an option you can explore if you are involved in a workplace conflict or dispute.
Or, you are concerned about or confronted by a situation or behaviour that you find
unacceptable and you wish to attempt to resolve without formal action.

5. Mediation provides a structured though informal way of resolving complaints,
grievances and disputes. It can help rebuild relationships and restore broken communication
and trust because it does not seek to apportion blame.  It is a viable way to tackle disputes as
it brings people together to talk about the situation and can foster a joint problem-solving
attitude, both of which are essential if working relationships are to be maintained or
improved. The key is that mediators provide a safe and confidential environment, enabling
people to talk freely.

When might it be appropriate? 

6. Mediation must be a voluntary process. Deciding what might be successfully resolved
through mediation is very much a matter of personal choice. Decisions should be made on
each case on its merits. If you feel the following situations apply to you then you might
benefit from mediation:

 The conflict/dispute is at an early stage.

 You are being affected by a situation at work in some way.  It could be affecting your
work performance, working relationship, emotion/physical wellbeing, personal or
home-life.

 You are willing to be honest and open and willing to attempt to resolve the situation.

 You think the other party would be prepared to be honest and open and willing to
seek to resolve the situation.
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 You are willing to look at you own role in the situation.

 You are prepared to abide by a mediated agreement.

7. There will be maximum opportunity for resolution in cases that have the
following characteristics:

 low levels of anger and physical or verbal intimidation.

 no serious breaches of workplace guidelines.

 no formal or other action being taken which would counter the mediation process.

 allegation and counter allegation.

 facts which are difficult to substantiate.

 parties who are willing to contribute to resolution.

 room for improvement in relationships.

 parties who are not initially prepared to have face-to-face contact with their
counterpart, but will with external help.

8. Mediation  may not be appropriate if:

 there is a significant power imbalance between the parties which cannot be bridged.

 behaviour is going on between the parties which makes one or the other or both feel
unsafe to negotiate.

 external rules need to be applied, for example if criminal activity is involved.

 one or other side or both sides are unwilling or unable to mediate.

 if a complaint involves behaviour which requires action against one of the parties e.g.
serious misconduct, less than effective performance.

9. Mediation can be used to resolve disputes at all levels: peer, manager/subordinate, or
team.  It enables individuals or teams to improve their relationship and discuss the
practicalities of working together.

10. Even if you do not choose to enter into mediation, you might wish to discuss your
concerns in confidence with an HR Professional Adviser, your trades union representative or
the Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) at their helpline.

The Process – Step 1 

11. The mediator will spend up to two or three hours with each party.  At this initial
meeting, each party is asked to talk in detail about their perspective of what has been going
on.  They are asked to be open about how they feel and what they consider needs to happen
to resolve the situation and to create effective structures for future communication.

12. The mediator provides each party with the reflective space to work through difficult
issues and build commitment to agreements.

13. They do this by:SP SGHHC
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 using reflective listening, empathy and rapport-building to create a constructive
atmosphere.

 working with each party to identify issues, needs, concerns, vulnerabilities, habits and
limiting beliefs.

 exploring contributory factors on all sides, e.g. background issues, the general context

 highlighting with each party possible options, and ways forward.

 if it becomes apparent at the Step 1 meetings that the issues have changed then it
may be necessary to change the agreed process.

The Process – Step 2 

14. The mediator meets with the parties together, ideally in the same room, for up to
three hours. The time will vary depending on numbers involved. There are ground rules to
enable even those who may be feeling vulnerable to take part.

15. While it is preferable if the parties agree to talk face to face with the mediator as the
intermediary, it is possible to use “shuttle” mediation where the mediator works with the
parties in separate rooms. Shuttle mediation can be particularly helpful in the initial stages if
emotions are running very high.

16. At the face to face session the mediator works to enable the parties:

 to have the same opportunity to speak about their feelings and concerns, without
interruption.

 to look at the problems in turn, to move towards a mutual problem definition.

 to generate ideas for solutions.

 to plot potential hazards.

 to generate a time-frame for change.

 to create written agreements for future interaction where appropriate.

Feedback 

17. The mediation process is totally confidential.  The detail of what is discussed between
the mediator and the parties cannot be provided to the referring client.  However the
mediator will ask for written feedback from the parties on their assessment of the mediation.
He/she will also ask if the parties wish feedback to be given to line management or HR.
Please note that records will be kept of the number of cases referred so that the use of the
service can be monitored.

18. The following pages explain how mediation works and are provided so that, when
mediation is organised, each party is aware of the ground rules and stages before it takes
place.  You must apply for mediation using the relevant form.SP SGHHC
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MEDIATION HANDOUT 

How Does Mediation Work? 

Mediation is when an impartial, trained person helps two or more people in a dispute to talk 
about their situation, exchange their concerns and come up with ideas about how to move 
forward.  What is discussed in a mediation session is confidential and there are ground rules 
to help people feel confident and safe enough to communicate their needs, feelings and 
concerns. 

Mediation Ground Rules 

These apply to the parties involved and to the mediator.  We ask you to: 

1. Listen to what each person has to say and speak one at a time.

2. Speak and behave in a non-threatening way; think how you would like to be treated.

3. Be as open as you can about what your concerns are and what you need.

4. Be as specific as you can about what you want to happen, what you can do and what
you’d like others to do.

5. Stay seated and discuss any problems and doubts with the mediator or request a
private space with them if you feel you need to.

6. The mediator may pause the mediation or end it if he or she feels it necessary.

7. Keep the detail of what is discussed private; the mediation is confidential; notes will
be destroyed; things said in mediation cannot be used in court or in any later
internal procedures.

The mediator will: 

 ensure that everyone has equal opportunities to communicate (speak and listen),
negotiate and work out realistic and fair agreements.

 prevent name-calling, abuse or behaviour which stops people negotiating fairly.

 not take sides or make decisions for you.

The Stages of Mediation 

A preliminary meeting with the mediator will be arranged so that you can: 

 describe the situation from your point of view.

 think clearly about ways of moving the situation forward.

 get to know more about how mediation works and the benefits of using mediation to
find a settlement.

SP SGHHC
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A face to face meeting will be held which has five stages; 

1. Describing the problem – Setting the scene – hearing both sides of the situation.

2. Exploring the issues – Being clear what the important issues are, checking facts,
comparing views of the problem, agreeing what issues can realistically be settled by
mediation, agreeing to continue.

3. Building agreements – Exploring what people want and what can be done about the
situation, working through differences, managing conflict, problem solving, preparing
for decisions.

4. Making agreements – Testing likely outcomes, describing in detail what will happen
next, future arrangements, what if something goes wrong? The agreement can be
made verbally or in writing.

5. Closure and follow-up – Evaluating the session and ending the session, agreeing plans
for future contact between the mediator and the parties concerned, if needed.  The
parties decide if they agree to any feedback to line management or HR.

A number of important principles underpin the operation of mediation: 

 It must operate in a way which eliminates any kind of bias.

 Mediators should not work on the site at which they are based.

 Mediators will not mediate with people with whom they have had substantial
previous contact.

 Parties will not be able to choose their mediator.

 Mediations will be totally confidential and there will be no reporting back on issues,
outcomes or the process itself without explicit consent from the parties involved: and

 Mediation will not be used while other formal measures (such as grievance or
disciplinary procedures) are in operation.

For these reasons the provision of mediation is managed centrally (including SG Main 
agencies) via SGHR and requests for mediation should be forwarded to HR.Help following 
which an HR Professional Adviser will be allocated to your case.  The HR Professional Adviser 
will discuss the use of mediation with you and the potential for its suitability to resolve your 
issue.  Remember, both parties need to voluntarily agree to the use of mediation. 

As well as the HR Professional Adviser, there are a few other options for you to discuss your 
issue and its suitability for mediation: 

 Welfare Officer.

 Employee Assistance Programme .

 Your line manager, or if that individual is involved in the issue, another manager.

 Your trades union representative.
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Once the decision to use mediation to resolve the issue has been made, you and SGHR should 
follow this process for requesting a mediator: 

1. Confirm your intention to use mediation to the HR Professional Adviser.
2. Complete a standard referral form.
3. Forward the form to the HR Professional Adviser who has been dealing with your case.
4. The HR Professional Adviser will then arrange for a mediator to be allocated.
5. If you cancel the mediation, please let the HR Professional Adviser know.

SP SGHHC
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Request for Mediation - Referral from Scottish Government Staff 

Name of  individual (s) requesting the mediation service: 

_______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Work Location and phone contact numbers 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

Circumstances relating to the mediation request: 

Signed__________________________________________Date___________ 

To Mediator 

Endorsement by SGHR Professional Adviser: 

SGHR PA Name and contact number 
I have discussed this with the individuals concerned and the case is referred for mediation 
under the terms of our agreement.  I will act as case manager throughout the process and 
will arrange meetings. 

Signed__________________________________________Date___________ 

SP SGHHC
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ANNEX C 

COMPLAINTS ABOUT EXTERNAL THIRD PARTIES 

1. Note – Under discrimination legislation employers will be liable where they fail to
take reasonable practicable steps to prevent repeated sexual harassment of an employee
by third parties. They may also fall foul of Health & Safety legislation in failing to:  carry
out an effective risk assessment, design a safe system of work and provide related training
and information.

2. The nature of our work means that many of us have working relationships with
external partners, customers and other stakeholders who are employed or affiliated to
other organisations.  Our standards of conduct and how we will deal with these external
contacts is the same as with colleagues. That is, we deal with them with appropriate
courtesy meeting the published service standards.  In return, all staff should expect the
same treatment.  There may be situations where a position has to be taken or advice given
which the third party is unhappy with.  While certain emotional reactions may be
understandable, staff should not be expected to put up with bullying, harassment,
intimidation or threats of, or actual, physical harm.

3. All such instances should be reported to your line manager immediately.  The line
manager will discuss with you and agree any possible course of action.  Normally this will
involve the line manager raising the matter with the other organisation; the expectation
being that the organisation will investigate the complaint and if necessary, agree an interim
course of action to deal with the working relationship. This, for example, could take the
form of not dealing with the individual directly and instead going through another
representative of the organisation.  Or, it may mean that you would deal with the individual
or situation only in the presence of others. (This does not preclude you raising a grievance
or complaint through the Fairness at Work procedure.)

4. This is not only about the dignity of our staff at work but perhaps, more importantly,
it may be a health and safety matter.  Each Directorate, Agency and associated body is
responsible for risk assessing the type of work carried out by their staff.  Results of that
assessment may indicate the need for a safe system of work to be designed.  Staff can then
be trained and provided with information on preventative measures and actions to be taken
when certain situations arise. Advice on such matters can be sought from the Occupational
Health and Safety team or your Agency local health and safety adviser.  For non SG Main
employees, advice should be sought locally.

5. Directorates and Agencies should also assess whether they have effectively set down
the terms of engagement with these contacts.  This, for example, may apply to those parts
of the SG involved with inspection work.SP SGHHC
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      ANNEX D 

MANAGER GUIDANCE - CONDUCTING AN INFORMAL FAIRNESS AT WORK MEETING   

1. Members of staff who raise a complaint either orally or in writing with their manager
are looking to have the matter addressed fairly and, if possible, resolved quickly. Therefore,
it is important that the informal process is conducted in a professional manner and given
appropriate attention within the timescale in the policy.  It is crucial to try to resolve
problems before they become major issues as resentment can build and impact on the work
of the individual and possibly their colleagues.  Managers are responsible for ensuring the
work environment is one where staff feel comfortable about raising matters informally and
discussing them face to face.

If you receive a complaint: 

2. Consider whether or not you are the appropriate manager to hear the complaint,
taking into account the following:

 the nature of the complaint;

 whether you have the authority to make a decision regarding the complaint; and

 whether you have a sufficient overview of the team/branch/division to assess
whether or not there will be any impact on others or current working practices.

It may be more appropriate for your line manager or another manager within your division 
to hear the complaint. Choosing the most appropriate manager should ensure that the 
member of staff will attend a fair, open and meaningful meeting. 

Preparing for the meeting: 

3. Ensure that the meeting will be held in private, without interruption and allow plenty
of time.  Remember that particular needs of disabled employees should be considered.

4. Advice can be sought from the HR Shared Service Centre. HR can provide general
guidance on dealing with complaints and may be able to provide information on how other
similar complaints have been resolved to ensure consistency of treatment.

Conduct  during the meeting: 

5. Remember that a meeting to discuss a complaint is not the same as a disciplinary
hearing; it is an occasion where the objective is that discussion and dialogue may lead to the
matter being resolved.

6. Invite the member of staff to re-state their complaint and how they would like to see
it resolved.

7. Complaints raised by staff can sometimes feel like a personal criticism against you as
manager.  Listen to what is being said in a calm and impartial manner.  Be as fair to the
SP SGHHC
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employee as possible, given the constraints of business operations and other staff 
considerations, in trying to the resolve the problem.  

8. Care and thought should go into resolving complaints.  They are not normally issues
calling for snap decisions.  Consider if any serious precedent is being set that the business
could not support.  Take advice from HR if necessary.

9. Make allowances for the emotions that the individual displays including reasonable
'letting off steam' if he/she is under stress.  Go through any points again with them to make
sure you have understood what the problem really is.  Consider too, that the problem they
are presenting may, after careful questioning and discussion, may not be what is at the root
of their discontent.

10. You should refer to the guide to standards of behaviour at Annex A when you have
to deal with a complaint about another colleague’s behaviour. In such cases, action you
might consider could include:

 Encouraging the individual to resolve the matter directly with the other person.

 Offering to facilitate between the two individuals.

 Offering to represent the views of your member of staff with the other person; or

 Offering to take up the matter with the other person’s manager.

11. Always remind the individual of the support the Employee Assistance Programme,
Welfare Officer, their trades union and HR can provide.

12. After summing up, you may find it useful to adjourn before reaching a decision on
how  or if the complaint can be resolved  – you may need to:

 investigate the complaint further.

 explore possibilities with other managers about the resolution of the grievance.

 give consideration to the impact any decision may have on the rest of your team and
the business; and/or

 take advice on how to proceed further.

13. Tell the member of staff  when they might reasonably expect a response if one
cannot be made at the time, bearing in mind the time limit set out in the policy which is 2
days from the date of the meeting.

14. Respond to the member of staff’s complaint within the 2 day time limit, confirming
your response in writing.  If a response is likely to take longer than the two days you may
need to give an interim reply or agree another timescale with the individual.  Review the
case with him/her after a month unless he/she has decided to take formal action.

15. You should advise on the next step – raising the matter formally or the possibility of
mediation1 so that the individual knows what to do if unhappy with your decision.

1 Does not apply to non SG Main employees. 
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 ANNEX  E 

THE ROLE OF THE DECIDING OFFICER 

What is a Deciding Officer? 

1. A Deciding Officer (DO) is someone who considers all the relevant information
surrounding a  complaint or issue raised through the formal Fairness at Work process and
makes a decision as to whether the complaint is well founded.  The Deciding Officer may
also make recommendations following their decision.  An HR Professional Adviser (PA) will
arrange for a DO (or two DOs where the case is complex) to be appointed to each case.

Why do we need Deciding Officers? 

2. The Fairness at Work policy encourages the resolution of complaints at a local level.
However in some cases, local efforts are not successful or the complainant feels unable to
follow such a course of action and therefore submits a formal written complaint to HR.
Deciding Officers, who are capable of reaching reasonable and logical conclusions, are
essential to the procedure to ensure a fair and unbiased hearing and a result based on
reasonable and balanced judgement.

What does the role involve and what does the Deciding Officer do with my complaint? 

3. The role of DO involves considering the facts of the case which will involve a meeting
with you.  The DO will liaise and work with the HR PA allocated to the case throughout the
process to collect information relevant to the complaint.  The HR PA will provide support
and guidance and be responsible for the administration and management of the process
including minute taking.  The HR PA will also decide if an Investigating Officer (IO) needs to
be appointed. This will depend on the complexity of the case. In cases of harassment or
bullying or other allegation about a colleague’s conduct,  it will be normal to appoint an IO.

4. If more than one DO is appointed, they will arrange to meet in advance of the
meeting with the individual making the complaint, to review the papers, including the IO’s
report.  The DO can seek further clarification from the IO if necessary.  You will also get a
copy of the IO’s report.

The Meeting 

5. The DO will meet you and read and analyse information presented including, if
appointed, the IO’s report.  You are entitled to be accompanied at the meeting by either a
colleague or a trades union representative and must be told this in the invitation to the
meeting.  HR hold standard letters that can be used by the DO.

6. At the meeting the DO will listen carefully to what you have to say, ask questions and
answer any questions you may have.  If the case is a complaint about a colleague’s
behaviour, then the DO may wish to interview that individual before reaching a decision.
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This is to ensure fair and full consideration of the case and allows that individual a final 
opportunity to put forward their position (they will have the right to be accompanied by a 
trades union representative or other colleague).  Following the meeting, the DO will 
consider the full facts of the case before reaching a decision.  They will then write a report 
which clearly demonstrates how the decision was reached and with recommendations that 
management or HR may want to take forward which may include disciplinary action.  The 
DO will check with the HR PA and line management, as appropriate, that any 
recommendations are workable. 

7. The report will be sent to the HR PA to take forward any recommendations.  A copy
of the report will also be sent to you.  If the complaint involves allegations about a
colleague’s behaviour, the HR PA will arrange for the colleague to be informed of the DO’s
decision.
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 ANNEX F 

THE ROLE OF THE INVESTIGATING OFFICER 

1. The role of the Investigating Officer (IO) is to investigate impartially the facts and
evidence of the matter, detailing the findings in a report.  The report will be used by the
Deciding Officer (DO).  It is not the IO’s role to make judgements or recommendations about
their findings: that is the role of the DO.

2. The HR Professional Adviser (HR PA) will consider whether the case needs an IO –
this will depend on the circumstances of the case. The HR PA will meet initially with the IO
to go over the current known facts of the case.

Neutrality and Impartiality 

3. The IO will approach the investigation in a fair and impartial manner.  They will avoid
making snap judgements and assumptions and will be expected to put their own values or
personal views on the case to one side.  All parties involved will be listened to and given a
fair opportunity to put forward an explanation of the matters relating to the complaint.

Conducting Interviews 

4. The IO will meet the parties to the complaint at a convenient office location.  The IO
will take into account any mobility or other special needs when arranging meetings.  It is
acceptable to verify the odd fact by phone or in writing subsequent to a meeting but the IO
may also arrange follow-up meetings once others have been interviewed.  To  meet
timescales, the meetings may be arranged  by telephone.  The individual raising the
complaint will be interviewed first.  This is to ensure the exact nature of  the complaint is
clear and to confirm any witnesses’ details.

5. If the complaint or issue involves an individual being accused of unacceptable
behaviour, then the individual will be given details of the complaint in advance of meeting
the IO.  They, and also all others interviewed, will be reminded of the support their trades
union, the Welfare Officer and the EAP can give and that they have the right to be
accompanied by a colleague or trades union representative at the interview.

6. During the process the IO will record all action taken and all contact with the parties
involved.  The IO may also be accompanied by a note-taker.  The IO will ask questions and
encourage comments that are pertinent to the matter being investigated.  Interviewees will
be given the opportunity to add anything they consider relevant to the case at the end of
the interview.  Interviewees will be given notes of the meeting to agree and sign. Internal
witnesses are expected to attend an interview called by an IO but external parties are under
no obligation to attend.
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7. A full report, which will include statements, interview notes and other evidence, will
be passed to the HR PA who will  provide a copy to the DO and the individual raising the
complaint. If the complaint is about another individual’s behaviour, then that individual
can be provided with a copy of the report.
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 ANNEX  G 

APPEALS2 

Introduction 

1. This common appeals process is used where all other review processes have been
exhausted and is the final internal recourse to have a decision reconsidered.

Process 

2. If you consider that the decision reached in your case is unsatisfactory (i.e. you consider
the deciding authority’s decision to be flawed, unfair or unreasonable) you may appeal
against the decision.

3. You must make your appeal within 10 working days of receiving the relevant decision
letter.  All appeals should: be made in writing; set out clearly the grounds for the appeal; be
sent to the HR Professional Adviser handling the case.  As the appeal is by way of a review,
the panel will not consider any new complaints but may consider new information relevant
to your original case.

4. The appeal will be considered by an appeal panel consisting of 3 people: – the Chair who
will be least one pay range above the previous Deciding Officer(s) or Panel/Board Chair; an
HR Professional who will have had no previous involvement in your case; and another staff
member from outside the HR area identified from a pool of trained SG staff.  The
membership of the panel will be confirmed to you in writing and no panel members will be
from your line management chain.

Note – the HR Professional will be part of the panel as an independent member who will 
view the information presented to the panel objectively. They will not be representing HR 
but will bring their experience of good practice, precedent and employment legislation. 
Also, the aim will be to ensure the panel is of mixed gender.  

5. The panel will be set up within 10 working days of receiving your written appeal and you
will be advised in writing of a day, time and place for the hearing. You will be given 5
working days notice of the appeal Hearing date. You may be accompanied to the hearing by
a trades union official or colleague.

The Role of the Panel 

6. The panel will:

 give you the opportunity to present your case orally (and present any new relevant
information);

2 Separate arrangements apply for non-SG Main employees -  HR Help can advise. 
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 consider your oral and written representations and all other papers relating to the case
to determine whether:

 the procedures were correctly and fairly applied;
 there were reasonable grounds to justify the finding; and
 the final decision reached was fair and appropriate.

7. The Panel may also suspend the hearing pending further investigation and/or the
provision of new evidence and reconvene when the investigation has been concluded with
any resulting evidence provided to all appropriate parties.

8. If the Panel is hearing a complaint about a colleague’s behaviour, it may refer the
papers to HR to consider disciplinary action.

The Panel’s Decision 

9. In concluding its deliberations the Panel may:

 overturn the original decision*. It may also, as appropriate to the nature of the case,
recommend action to be taken after necessary consultation with management and HR;

 uphold the original decision; or

 uphold the decision but determine that the penalty or solution imposed is inappropriate.
In such circumstances the panel will look to the original policy and guidance to help them
determine an appropriate alternative penalty/outcome.

*However, it will not substitute its own views for those of the original Deciding Officer(s).

10. You will be given the panel’s decision normally within 5 working days of the panel
hearing.  If this is not possible, you will be given an explanation for the delay and told when
you can expect a response.

11. The panel’s decision is final and the last stage in the internal process.  However, in line
with the provisions of the Civil Service Management Code you may appeal to the Civil
Service Appeal Board3 against:

 refusal to allow participation in political activities.

 forfeiture of superannuation.

 dismissal and early retirement.

 the level of compensation, including non payment of compensation, if you are dismissed
on grounds of inefficiency because poor health has affected your attendance or
performance (this does not apply to medical retirement).

3 This does not apply to non-civil servants. 
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Annex   H 

What if a complaint has been made against me? 

1. If you are accused of unacceptable behaviour it is natural that you may feel upset
and defensive.  Examples of unacceptable behaviour and the standards can be found at
Annex A.  This may help you understand why the complaint has been raised.  It is important
that you remain calm and act in a fair and reasonable manner.  You will be expected to work
with colleagues to try to reach a satisfactory outcome to any complaint and seek support if
you need it.  Support and advice is available from Human Resources, your trades union, the
Welfare Officer and the Employee Assistance Programme.

2. If a colleague approaches you on an informal basis to discuss their concern, you should
try to  understand  the nature of their complaint, how your actions may have been
perceived and consider ways in which you can work with him or her to resolve the matter.

3. The colleague may choose to report the matter to their manager on an informal
basis.  The manager may contact you or your manager to try to find ways of resolving the
matter early.  The manager may wish to speak to you in order to gain your view on the
matter.  The manager may suggest ways of resolving the matter and you can also put
forward suggestions.  It is in your own interests to be open to any such suggestions since
they may lead to early resolution of the issue and help to preserve the working relationship.
On reflection, even if you don’t think you behaved inappropriately but understand that a
different perception of your behaviour has caused upset, you might wish to consider
apologising.

4. Mediation may be considered as an alternative to pursuing a formal resolution. This is
entirely voluntary and both parties need to agree to do this. Information on mediation can
be found at Annex B.

5. If the alleged conduct is very serious, it may result in an investigation as a disciplinary
matter rather than being dealt with under the Fairness at Work  procedure.  If a complaint is
raised by someone from another organisation, it would also be investigated under the
disciplinary procedure.

6. Should it not be possible to resolve the matter informally the complainant may then
raise the matter formally.  If this happens, you will be interviewed to provide a statement.
At the interview, you may be accompanied by your trades union representative or other
colleague.  This action is about considering the allegation and it does not necessarily follow
that any formal action will be taken against you.

7. You will be kept informed of the progress of the grievance, its outcome and the
reason for the particular outcome.  You can have a copy of the investigation report if you
wish.

8. At the formal stage, a Deciding Officer (DO)  is appointed to review all the relevant
information of a complaint and make a decision.  This may include a meeting with you at
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which you can be accompanied by your trades union representative or other colleague. 
They will provide a report which clearly demonstrates how that decision has been reached. 
HR will arrange for you to be advised of the decision.  If the DO upholds the complaint, they 
may include recommendations which could include consideration of disciplinary action that 
HR would arrange to take forward. The disciplinary process includes a hearing at which you 
can be accompanied by your trade union or a colleague and has an avenue for appeal.  You 
will be given a full opportunity to present your case.  Other recommendations might include 
training, awareness raising, suggestions for development or reviewing local management 
arrangements and behaviours in the unit concerned.  The DO might also recommend that a 
transfer of either party is the best option if it is detrimental for you to continue working 
together.  Any such action will be considered by HR and line management in discussion with 
the individual raising the grievance. 

9. Where it is clear that an allegation is malicious, this will be viewed seriously and dealt
with under the disciplinary procedures.  If you have been the subject of a malicious
allegation, you will given support by an HR Professional Adviser.

10. A record of the complaint will only be kept on your file if a penalty is imposed under
any disciplinary action.
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